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AI) P].] CA’l’IONS (.)1~A ‘PIIIN)I?Y OF F’E!ilWMAGNE’rIC I?YSTERESIS

Marion L. IIodgdon

Los AlaInos National Laboratory
1.OSAlarms, New Mexico 87545

AIIS’I’RAC’1’

‘1’hc dif~erential equation 11 o[}~l!~(l{) 11] +- l~g(lf) and a

set of restrictions on the material functions J and g yield a theory of
rate independent hysteresis for isoFrrm ferromagnetic materials. A
modification based on exchanging the positior-u+ of B and H in the dif-
ferential equation and on allowirlg for the deponderme of the material

functions on ~{ extends the theory to rate dependent, nonisopernl

materials. ‘I’he theory and its extension exhibit all of the important
features of ferromagnetic hysteresis, including the existence and sta-
bility of minor loops. floth arc well suited for use in numerical field
solving codes, 13xamplrIs in which the material functions are sim-
l)lt~c[)r~ll)irliit,i(]rls of analytic functions are presented hero for Mn-Zn

fcrritr, l’crrnalloy, CM I)5(N)5, arl(i GK!r thin film. Also presented
is a I)rocctlure for c(~rlstrurtillg a two dirncrrsional vector rnodcl that
virl(is Iwll-shapm! iirl(l hl-stlapd curves for grap}ls of the angular

variation of thr ctx’rcivc fivl(l.

lN’1’l{O1)(J(;’~lON”
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iis~ for all finite }{, the functions /’ and g must satisfy the
inequalities

As shown in [1] and [2], ( I) can hc written as the set of equations

dB

{

Cr[l(lf) – q +g(lf), for if > O;—=
dH

(2)
.-a[f(ff) - /1] + g(}l), for if < 0,

for the slopes of hysteresis curves in the 11- D plane. These equations
ax convenient forms of ( 1) for hot,h numerical and analytic work.
When ji > 0, the solutions Il(lf) ohtaincd by integrat~on of (2a)
give the ascending portions of hysteresis loops; when H < 0, the
solutions ZI(I1) of (2b) arc the descending portion~.

Functions J and g have bccIl found that satisfy i-iii and yield
solution curves of (2) that are in good agreement with those of fer-
romagnetica]ly soft, isoperm materials, such aa the Mn-Zn ferrite
shown in Figm 1,

Dy interchanging Lhc positions of H and B in (1) and revising
t.lw restrictions on the rnatcrid functions, the theory ran be extended
to include square loop materials, Under these modifications, the
dilTmwtinl cquat. ion is



u) j, a piccewisc continllous, cvcn function of B, with the limit

j(~) = ~(~); and

w’) for all ~, ~ musL satisfy the inequality

The development of the restrictions and their implications for
the solutions of (1) are discussed in [I] an(l 12]. In this paper, 1 will
demonstrate the application of the t!lcory, in the form of eqs, (3) and
(4), to a variety of matmrials and L{)two lJr[)tJlclns, one involving rate
(icpcn(icrlce and the other, ttle ~il]isotr{)py exhibited by thin films
(lswi in rnagnctic rcc[)r(iing,

SOI,[JTIONS” ,ANl) Ai)I’I, iCA’I’IONS

Rcprcscntation ofcx~)~~rirtlt’rlttllly dctcrrrlined hysteresis loops try
the solutions of (3) and (4) requires a valuet for CY,and functional

forrrls and vaiucs for ~ and j. When f and j are piecewise linear
functions with oniy two piccwl, closed form solutions of (3) can bc
~)l)tainwi [1]. ‘1’hcsc solutit)lis arc usefui In that they require only
flinction c~aluation, rather th;in numcricai integration, Solutions for
cases in which ottl(~r tl~iit(’riiil fllnctions are USC(I must be obtaincc! by

rlllrrlcricrll int,!gralion, For th(~ functions described below, the sirnpic

!irlilc difrervn:c f{)rnl [)f (~)

Il(i I 1) /l(i) I [ t(k[j(l~,) 1/,] Ij(lli)l ‘(l/;+I 1/,), (5)

:ilofI~ with a sl)t’(.i[i(!;kt,i(jrl of :111 initial state (1/(), 1~()), the initial :Iign

of Ii , an(i a list, of t}lv t,l]rllirlg Ix)int,s of /1 , appears suTlcicrlt, $ ‘1’hr

curvvs PIIOWII in i’igs. 2, 4-5, nn(i 7.9 were computed in this wfiy,



Selection ancl construction of the rnatcrial functions can be

guided by the results given in [I] and [2] that

a)the graph of the function ~ is the inverse of the anhysteretic or

ideal ‘magnetization curve [4], which lies, at each 1{, approximately
half way between the ascending and descending portions of the major
loop; and

b) on intervals where j(}l) ==~’(B), the ascending and descend-

ing portions of the hysteresis loops coincide so that the loops degen-
erate into a single curve, as they do, fcr example, past the point

where the major loop closes.
I have found the following forms for ~ and j useful in that they

scale well for a variety of rnatmrirds and that the values of the con-
stants in them can be determined from available hysteresis data.

‘l’hey are simple, however, and yield approximations to measured
hysteresis curves. In cases where accuracy greater than that shown

here is requi.red, the theory is agrceahlc to more complicated func-
tions, such as piccewise linear ones with many sections taken from

a sequence of measured p~ints, and more complicated differencing
schemes thnn (5), In this paper, all solutions are obtai;led with
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the closure point; the value of the flux density B, at full magnetic
remanence, and the slope ~r of the major loop at remanence; the
coercive field ZYC,and the slope pC of the major loop at the coercive
point. A2 is the solution of the equation

2Hclp8A2 – sin(2Bcf A2) = O. (7a)

Values for Al, A3, and A4 are calculated as follows:

Al = HCI cot(A2BCl), (7b)

11

[
A3=l– ——-------

A1A2 /4, 1aHc, (7C)

and

.44,=~- B,,
[

Cosz(allr) 1
—— 111 –1– – ----–—
I?lr A3 Al A~A3

(;; -+ crAi tan(A21?,))]. (7d)

The functions in (6) satisfy constraints iv and v. However, not all
hysteresis data yield functions satisfying vi, and a numerical c}~eck is
required. For most materials with loop shapes similar to those showp
here, often only small adjustments in the slopes p, and pr bring ~
and j into agreement with vi. Values for the m~terial constants

for several materials are listed in T~bles 1 and 2. For Perrnalloy,
hysteresis curves and the functions ~ and ~ are shown in Figs. 2-4.

Of interest to transformer designers is the response of ferrites to
lIIIlSCXI and sinusoidal variations of the applied field. ~ For fields which

vrwy so slowly that there is virtually no lag between the field and the
correspc)ncling flux density, the rate indspcndent theory in eqs, (3)-
(6) is sufficient. IIwwriptiorrs of rate dependent ,matcrial bchuvior



for rapidly’ varying fields are more complex and require ideas and

expressions in addition to those in (3)-(6).
There are two categories of rate dependent responses. One is

the tr~~e pulse response in which the applied field changes instanta-
neously or almost instantaneously to a new value and then maintains
that -/alue while the material seeks an equilibrium. From earlier stud-
ies [5], magnetic materials subjected to such pulses obey rate laws
through which the flux density l?(t) approaches an equilibrium value
B* as t becomes large. The material time constants lie between two
extreme values rl and ~2, and B(t) can be represented as the sum,

/

T2

B(t) = p~H+ b(t, r)dr.
rl

(8)

For each r between T1 and T2, the function b is the solution of the

rate law
ab

--:( b-bin),
x –

(9)

where the equilibrium value b= is given by

bin(r) ==(l?m – pOH)[rln(r2/rl) ]-l. (lo)

In the studies given in [5], hysteresis is ignored, and Bm is assumed
to he proportional to the pulse height H. A more complete descrip-

tion which includes hysteretic effects is obtained by using the rate
independent theory in (3)-(6) to provide values for the equilibrium
flux density IIw in eqs. (8)-(1 O), For instance, for a material initially
in the state (l)., 1~0) subjcctcd to a pulse of height 111 that is main-
tained until the stutc (1{1, 1]1) is reached and then released, the rate

iodcpcndcnt theory provides the equilibrium value, l.?ti(H1; Vo, Be),
aswciatxd with the previous state (l{., Do), and then the, possibly
flnnzcro, rcmancrrt value, Bm(O; f{], I?l), associated with the state

(Ifl, Bl ). Solutions of (8)-(10) provide the tirnc course of the flux
(icnsity as it varies from }]0 to ~)1 and then toward rcrnancncc, Nu-

,wriml irll~)lclllel~tati(]ii uf this type of rate cf?cct involves i9urnma-
tjions (wcr t,hc rcsporiscs from previous pulses bl]t is facilitated by
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the result that the solutions of (8)-(10) can be written in terms of
incomplete gamma functions, which are included on many standard
numerical mathematics libraries.

In many practical situations, the second type of rate effect oc-
curs in which neither the rate of change of the applied field nor that

of the flux density are zero. The rise tinics of many pulses, for ex-
ample, are slow enough that some, if not all of the material response
occurs while the pulses are reaching their full height. Since sinu-
soidally varying applied fields also yield responses of this type, it is
sometimes called an ac response. I have found a modification
useful for these cases, The modified differential equation is

i = @?l[f(B) - 11]+ ij(l?, i).

As in the rate independent theory, ~ tnust obey iv, and its

Cf (3)

(11)

graph
coincides with the inverse of the anhysteretic curve. The function j
must be an even function of B and of 1~ with

~ is a functiou of B alone and satisfies u and vi. The limits imposed on
O insure that, in agreement with experiments, the major loop closes,
and hysteretic behavior, with the attributes of the rate independent
model, is approached as the slow (or “de”) limit uf the rate dependent
one.

I)hysica! significance and evaluation of j can be obtained for the
sirll~>le form

(j(i], /)) j[B)[l -t-g(lJ)c(i{)], (12)

where c is an even function of lj, ~ is an even function of D, and

Sllbstitut-,ion of (12) into (11) and division, where 11 dots not change
sign, by ~) yields an cxl)rcssion for Lhc inverse of the magnetic pcr-

Il]citi)i]ity, which here depends on tllc inst. an Lrmcous ratm of change
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of the magnetic field, A, as well as on the state (I-1, B):

~ = *41(B) - H]+ j(q + m)m’m, (13) .

By (4), 3xr[~(B) – H] + j(B) are permeabilities along rate indepe-
ndent curves. By the restrictions of j, such curves are produced by
slowly varying (or ‘de” ) magnetic fields. Substitution of this result
into (13) and rearrangement yields an expression for ~(B)c(@ in
terms of the difference between the inverses of the permeability at
the point (~, B) along a curve corresponding to a slow, or in the
limit, “de” (H = O) magnetic field, and the permeability or slope at
the same point of a hysteresis cimve corresponding to a more rapid
variation in H:

[( )g(B)c(Ii) = ~ K
6(B) dB (~, LJ,ti) - (%J(H,B,OJ (1’4)

Here the triplet (H, B, ~) denotes the point (If, B) and the rate A
at which the permeability is measured.

Graphs of the initial permeability pi us. frequency v are often
supplie~ by experimenters along with dc hysteresis loops. In such
cases, f and ~ of the rate independent theory may be evaluated
using the dc data and functional forma such aa those in (6). The
combination ij(0)c(H(O)), with H(t) = HM sin(2xut) and II(O) =
27ru21M, may be calculated from (13) aa

(15)

where

(:)” ‘f (%(o,o,2mvHMj

In CMD5005, with the parameter values in Table 1, and the choice



a graph of vi vs v yields the following

{

o, for H <2 x 107;

c(i) = 3!l(log(fi) – 71, ~(2)), for2x107<~{ <9x107;

2.02 +9.14 (log~11) – 710g(9)), for 9 x 107< H <9 x 108, I

where the units of fi are Oe/sec. Initial magnetization curves and

major loops fm CMD5005 are shown in Fig. 5 for a “de” or slowly
varying applied field, and in Fig. 6 for a field which ramps linearly
between + 120e at a rate of 96 x 10eOe/sec. These results are in good
agreement with the manufacturer’s dc hysteresis tiata and with ex-

periments : Lowing a loop shape similar to that in Fig. 6 and closure
of the major loop around 120e for a sinusoidal field of approximately

2MHZ.

Solutions of (13) were obtained by the same finite difference
scheme (5) used for (4), with ~ held constant at each time step and
the resulting values for ~ in (12) substituted for those of j.

ANISOTROPY IN THIN FILMS

Thin films used in magnetic recording exhibit an anisotropy that
is approximately uniaxlal with respect to the direction perpendicular
to the surface of the film. Experimenters [7-8] report a dependence
of hysteresis loop shapes and values on film preparation. Samples of

major loops similar to those reported are shown in Figs. 7-9. The
development of perpendicular recording has spurred an interest in
vector hysteresis calculations, for which the representation of this
anisotropy is fundamental.

J !~ave attempted to lay the foundations for such a vector model
by extending the t,lieory described in (3)-(6) to the problem of repre-
senting in each direction the hysteretic behavior of a perfectly uniax-
ially anisotropic material. 1 shall assume that in each direction the

materi~l exhibits hysteretic behavior in accord with the rate inde-
pendent theory. Representations for the perpendicular, y!J= O, and
the in-plane or pardlcl, @ == +T/2, directions are obtained by eval-
uating the constants in (6) from hysteresis loops nleasured in those
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directions. At the intermediate angles, I compute values for these
constants, the closure field, and the permeability beyond closure by
scaling between the extreme directions:

w(v) = w(o) + N4)[/41(~/2) – Ibl(o)j, (16)

Ai(#) D Ai(0) + h(~)[Ai(~/2) - Ai(0)],

where i .= 1,2, 3,4 and h is a scaling function of ~j with h(0) = O and

h(7r/2) = 1. There is currently no justification for (16) other than
the agreement it produces between computations and exper~ments.
For the CoCr films shown in Figs. 7-’3, the scaling rule (16) with h
a monotone increasing function of # yields hysteresis loops which

change gradually with angle between the two extremes and are, at
each direction, in accord with the principles of rate independent
hystk~resis. The choice,

{

1 -- exp(–4@2), for 1$] < n/2,h(+) = ~
> for 1~1 = m/2

(17)

yields graphs of the angular variation of the coercive field that,

in agreement with experiments, are bell-shaped for materials with

fairly similar parallel and perpendicular behaviors, and M-shaped for
preparatio[ls with rather dissimilar behaviors, as shown in Fig. 10.

In numerically simple and fast vector calculations based on these
ideas, the previous state, (f{@(@), l?o(+)), in the direl tion of the vec-

tor magnetic field H is the projection of the vector state (HO) BC))
onto the v axis. The new state, (H, B), in the ~ direction is com-
puted from (4)-(6) and (16). The flux density in ~ Je direction per-
pendicular to ~ is demagnetized as the magnitude of the resulting

flux vector 13 excccds a certain value, which I have taken to be the
closure value, Bcl. A complete and more correct vector model awaits

experimental clarificaticm of the demagnetization process and J! the
effect on the +-dircctcd magnetization of the perpendicular flux corr)-
poncnt, Both eflccts, in all likelihood, depend on ~ and its distance

Lo the prcfcrrcd axis of rnagnctization,
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Table 1 Required hysteresis data and values for the material
constants in eq. (6) for the ferromagnetic material Permalloy and
the ferrites CMD5005 and C/7D. Units liere are kGauss for f!ux
densities and C)ersteds for magnetic fields.

PERMALLOY
.—

B,i 7.58
}{.[ 0.12
B, 6.2
IIC 0.03
)Ar 38. G6

P. 686.245
/1” 3. 1466
/1,[ 1.5
cl 1.0
Al 8, 9929 X 10-3
Az 0, 19736
A? 16, 724
A, O. :6187

CMD5005t C/’lD$
—

2.5 2.5
5.0 6.6
1.8 1.8
0.23 0, 35
0.99 0.897
6.0 9, 0
2.49 x 10--2 1.887 Y. 10-2
:.0 x 10--3 1.OX 10-3
1,0 1.0
0.3746 0.4946
0.5984 0.598397

-0, 76’355 –O. 55789
3. 7485 X 10-2 1.22877 X 10-2

I(kramic Magllctics, IIIC., Fairfield, NJ 070(36
~stil~k]){)!(!(;orp., St, Marys, PA 15857
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Table 2 Some !~ysteresis data and values for the material con-

stants in eq. (6) for the sample preparations of CoCr thin film shown
in Figs. 7-9. Here, flux densities are given in units of kGauss, and
values for the magnetic fields are in kOersteds.

CoCr(+ = +90°) CoCr(@ = 0)1 CoCr(fJ = 0)2

BCI 7, 0
H.l 4.0
11. 0.6

#cl 0, 013
a 1, 0
Al O. 8459
Az O. 1946
A3 --3.859 —

A, O. 5889

7.0
5.4
1.32
0.185
1.0
2.759
0. 1675

2.885
0.3254

7.0

7.0
0.9
0.0275
1.0
5.676
0. 1271

– 1.7074
0.1147



Fig. 1 Initial magnetization curve and major loops for a Mn-
Zn ferrite computed by numerical intcg~ation of cq. (l). Here,
CY= 1, ~(H) = 5000tnn 1.311 + PO]{, and g(~) = /’(H)[l –
0.58exp(-2.3[ 171)].

Fig. 2 Initial magnetization curve for Permalloy from eqs. (5-
6). Flux densities and fields at the Iablcd points (H,l, B,l), (H5,0),

and (O, Br), and the slopes PC1, p,, PC, and p, are usqd in calculating
the values given in Table 1 for the constants in eqs. (6),

Fig. 3 Material frrnclions ~ (solid curve) and j (dashed curve)
from the Permalloy values in Table 1, ( Fig. 4 Solutions curves
of eq. (4) showing convergence in Pcrrnalloy from full magnetic
remanence, (O, B,), to the mine: loop rmociatcd with oscillations of

H between +50m0e. A discussion of convergence to such loops and
t.heir stability is given in [1] and [2],

Fig. 5 initial magnetization curve rind major loop for CMD5005
from cqs. (5-6). Values Of tlIc material constants in (6) are given in
Table 1.

Fig. 6 Initial magnetization curve and major loop for CMD5005
from cqs. (13-15] for nn applied field ramping linearly between
:E 120c at the rate of 96 x 10°Oc/scc.

Fig. 7 IIlitial rnagnctizatiol~ curve and major loop for the par-
a!lcl or in-plane axis of a CoCr film from eqs (5-6). Va!ucs for t]]
Illateriid constants in (6) orc given in the first column in Table 2,

I?ig, 8 tnitiol [nrigllctixation curve and m: jor loop for the per-
I)clldicular direction II) a (;o(;r film from cqs. (5-6) for the values

given ill the second COII]IHNill Tublc 2.
Fig. 9 Initinl Illltgll(:lix[ltiorl curve nncl Inajor loop for the pcr-

I)ru(lir,ular direction ill u (;[K;r fil III frolll cqs, (!3-6) for t]lc Va]ucs

givcll ill lIIc lllird colullll] ill ‘1’ahlc ‘2,

Fig, 10 Angulnr vnriutions ill tllc cocrcivity for Iwo prcp~r:,-
tiotts of (;o(;r fillll. ‘1’IIc l)c1l-HIIIipcd c,urvc (solid) corr(wl)ondo LO n

film ill w]lich L]IC llliij~,r ]lyslcrcsi~ ]oqNI nrc M shown III Fign, ‘7-

8. ‘1’lIe M-HIIm])d cllrvc (dushc~) corrrsl)ond~ LOonc in which the
tlyrih,r(,si~ Ioolw nrc il~ l’i~s. 7 nl,~l 9.
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